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 She herself was turned from being a Lycan into a Vampire. After a century of fighting each other, the two vampire factions agree to join forces to fight a new and more dangerous threat - something known as . An assassin is sent to eliminate the leader of the , but the assassin’s attack fails. Selene and her allies – a rogue werewolf, his vampire lover and his vampire sidekick – take off to find out what
the is, and to uncover the identity of the assassin. Meanwhile, the leader of is dying from his wounds, and a witch arrives to discuss terms with him. The leader refuses and summons a demon that wants to rule the world. Release Principal photography began on July 27, 2009 in Montreal, Canada. Home media The film was released on DVD on May 20, 2010 in a two-disc special edition as part of the

Twilight Saga: Eclipse Collection. Reception Box office On its opening day, the film opened at No. 1 at the box office in both the United States and Canada, grossing over $6.1 million on its opening day, with a total gross of over $24.5 million. The film finished the weekend with a worldwide total of over $79.2 million. Critical response The review-aggregation website Rotten Tomatoes gives the film
a score of 60% based on reviews from 165 critics, with an average rating of 5.8/10. The website's critical consensus reads, "Eclipse does a credible job of moving the series' core storyline forward, though it may leave fans feeling like their time was wasted." On Metacritic, the film has a weighted average score of 53 out of 100, based on 33 critics, indicating "mixed or average reviews". Audiences
polled by CinemaScore gave the film an average grade of "A" on an A+ to F scale. Most film critics gave the film positive reviews. However, some commentators did have some complaints with the film. On the review aggregator site Rotten Tomatoes, the reviews have an approval rating of 62% based on 155 reviews. The site's critical consensus reads, "Eclipse, like its predecessors, does a credible

job of moving the series' core storyline forward, though it may leave fans feeling like their time was wasted." On Metacritic, the film has a score of 53 out of 100, based on 31 critics, indicating "m 82157476af
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